Erosion Analysis of Sandy Clay Soil from Rurukan Village
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ABSTRACT: Effect of global warming was changed of the rainy season in North Sulawesi. Field test was conducted to analysis the effect of the erosion sandy clay soil. Erosion in rainy season were given effect some direct and indirect flaws. The field test was conducted to examine the erosion level on sandy clay soil. The soil sample was taken from a plantation field in Rurukan village. The soil sample was computed by using USLE theory and field test was done with various treatments such as compacting and smoothing also traditional terrace treatment. The erosion analysis by using USLE theory was shown that the lowest result occurs with rainfall rate of 0.2 mm is 0.0001 kg/m²/day (compacted and smooth) and 0.0004 kg/m²/day (terrace treatment) while the lowest results in field sample was immeasurable despite of the rainfall rate was 0.2 mm. According to the USLE theory, the highest erosion was given 5.22 kg/m²/day (compacted and smooth) and 1.61 kg/m²/day (terrace treatment) on the rainfall rate of 56.4 mm. The field test results were shown that the erosion 5.23 kg/m²/day (compacted and smooth) and 3.45 kg/m²/day (terrace treatment) on the rainfall rate of 56.4 mm. Those results shown that the erosion level of terrace treatment was lower than the compacting and smoothing one.
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RESEARCH BACKGROUND:

The Province of Sulawesi Utara with capital city in Manado is located between 0°5'34" North Latitude and 123°07'–127°10' Longitude. This province is bounded by Sulawesi Sea, Republic of Philippines, and Pacific Ocean at the north side and Maluku at the east side. Bound of south and west Gulf of Tomini and the Province of Gorontalo.

The area of province Sulawesi Utara is 15,221.06 square km which include six regencies and three cities. Bolaang Mongondow are widest regency with 8,358.04 km² or 54.91 percent of total area of Sulawesi Utara. Sulawesi Utara has 41 mountains. This mountains stands in three regencies, that is Bolaang Mongondow, Minahasa, and Sangihe Talaud. There are 17 lakes and 30 rivers in Sulawesi Utara.

According to the data from Sam Ratulangi Meteorological Station average temperature in Manado and around recorded 26.7 °C along 2008. The problem in North Sulawesi is decreasing the area of forest cause of population and also the contour consist of slope, unduly and hilly. Every year North Sulawesi was occurred disaster such as earth quake, landslide and flood. A lot of victims was occurred and also material. In order to mitigate the problem of landslide and flood, the effect of erosion was play important role. Research about
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Flow chart of field test

BOX Test

Soil Sampling
Modeling in the BOX Test, same with in the

Leave the soil in under the rainfall for 14 days, measured the rainfall and

BOX SIZE:

1. Compacted and Smooth soil
   Length of Slope = 3 m
   Width = 1 m
   Thickness of soil = 30 cm
   Slope = 10%

2. Terrace Method
   Length of Slope = 3 m
   Width = 1 m
   Thickness of soil = 30 cm
   Slope = 10%
   Spacing of main pole = 75 cm
   Main Pole spacing to second pole = 37.5 cm
   Width of drain = 7 cm
   Height of drain = 3 cm

Figure 1. Box Test

Figure 2. Compacted and Smooth Surface before rainfall (November 1st 2008)

Figure 3. Compacted and Smooth Soil after rainfall (November 17th 2008)

Figure 4. Terrace method before rainfall (November 1st 2008)

Figure 5. Terrace method after rainfall (November 17th 2008)

Figure 6. The rainfall measurement Tools (PH.OBS).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The amount of soil erosion was computed with USLE theory as follow,

a. Erosivity daily rainfall (R_d)
\[ R_d = \frac{2.467 (P_d)^2}{0.02727 P_d + 0.0275} \]

Where,
Rd = erosivity daily rainfall
Pd = daily rainfall (cm)

b. Soil erodibility factor (K)
sandy clay 0.1 – 0.7.
c. Length of slope factor (L) and Slope (S)
\[ LS = \frac{65 s^2 L'}{s^2 + 10000} + \frac{4.6 s L'}{s^2 + 10000^{0.5}} + 0.065 L' \]
d. Vegetation factor (C)
C = 1 (without vegetation)
e. Erosion control factor (P)
P (Traditional terrace) = 0.40
P (Compacting and Smoothing) = 1.3
f. Soil erosion according USLE theory
A = R.K.L.S.C.P

Comparison of total soil erosion between USLE theory and field test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Compacting &amp; Smoothing</th>
<th>Traditional Terrace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USLE</td>
<td>23.52</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Test</td>
<td>25.71</td>
<td>14.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION:

The amount of erosion was given smaller value for terrace method compare then compaction and smoothing method. In order to reduce the soil...
erosion terrace method was given an alternative method.

Field test of soil erosion was shown that terrace method quite different compared to USLE theory, on the other hand close relation was shown for compaction and smoothing method.
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